
 
 

LISTENER SUPPORT POWERS VENGANZA KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN TO HISTORIC FINISH 
Fans pledge more than $115,000 to fund company’s first publishing project 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Springfield, Ill. – March 19, 2015 – Proving once again that they are among the most loyal and loving 
fans in the world, the listeners of Venganza Media’s Now Playing Podcast rallied together in 
unprecedented fashion to fund the company’s first publishing project, Underrated Movies We 
Recommend. 
 
A 30-day Kickstarter campaign – which began with a $40,000 goal – ended Thursday having 
amassed $115,482 in pledges from 1,209 listeners. They gave generously throughout the campaign 
and many even increased their pledges to keep the momentum going down the stretch. With each 
milestone reached, the Now Playing Podcast hosts added rare and exclusive rewards as a “thank 
you” to donors supporting the campaign and the show.  
 
“As an independent show with no sponsors we have always relied on our listeners,” said show creator 
and host Arnie Carvalho. “The amount of support we’ve received has floored all of us. But I shouldn’t 
be shocked, I’ve always known Now Playing has the best fans in the world. 
 
Carvalho and his wife, Marjorie, have been hosting Now Playing Podcast since 2007. 
 
Originally conceived as an e-book, Underrated Movies We Recommend is now on track to be 
released in hardcover and audio format in early 2016. The audiobook became a major draw in the 
closing days of the campaign, as listeners jumped at the chance to hear the four hosts discuss their 
favorite undiscovered and underappreciated films. Behind the scenes, the hosts are already deep into 
the writing process, and they have already revealed nearly half of the 125 Underrated titles they’ll be 
reviewing in the book on Facebook and Kickstarter. All of this is happening while Now Playing 
Podcast is in the middle of its Fast & Furious retrospective series, covering the entire series on the 
show’s main feed.  
 
Suggested tweet: Fans power @NowPlayingPod #NowUnderrated book to $115K finish 
 
About Venganza Media Inc. 
Based in Springfield, Ill., Venganza Media Inc. is a privately-owned multimedia production facility and home to 
the Venganza Media Podcasting Network. Film fans and collectors worldwide know Venganza as the producer 
of Star Wars Action News, Marvelicious Toys, and the company’s flagship program, Now Playing Podcast. 
Since its formation in 2005, Venganza has delivered thousands of hours of entertainment to listeners, while its 
staff and fleet of contributors have established the company as a premier source for film reviews, celebrity 
interviews, and collecting news for audiences of all ages. 
 
About Now Playing Podcast 
Since its launch as a short-form, off-the-cuff movie review show, Now Playing Podcast has grown into one of the 
most successful and celebrated independent programs online and consistently ranks among iTunes’ Top 10 
TV/Film podcasts. Its ability to stand out in a crowded field is largely attributed to Now Playing’s highly-
acclaimed retrospective format, keeping listeners engaged week-after-week as its panel of critics chronicle 
decades of hits-and-misses while maneuvering Hollywood’s hectic release schedule.  
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